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AbslracL Stopping power and ~hermalizalian in relativistic ]heavy ion collisions is investi- 
gated employing the quantum molecular dynamics ilpprovcli. For heavy systems stopping 
of lhe inmming nuclei is predicled. independent of lhe  energy. The influence of the 
quantum effects and thcir increasing importance a t  low energies, is demonslraled bj 
inspeclion of the mean free path of 1he nucleons and the n-n mllision number. Classical 
models. which neglecl these effects. overestimate lhe stopping and the lhemalization 
as well as the collective flow and squerze 0111. ?he xnsilivity of the lransvene and 
longitudinal momentum transfer to the in-medium cmss Yction and to 1he preuure is 
invesligated. 

The u s e f u l n w  of thermodynamic mncepls. e.g. density, temperature and pressure, i s  
discussed. Local equilibration can bc dclined only in a fluid picture. 11 is proven [hat the 
projectile and target nuclei do not penetrate iiuo each olher, as assumed in the wo-fluid 
model. l h e y  bolh collide inslead with a 'participanl' component. which consists of [hose 
nucleons which lhave suffered a t  leas1 one collision. Local equilibration a n  reach up to 
aboul 80% in each separaicd fluid. 

I1 i s  shown lha1 the stress tensor in a one-fluid model ciinnol be cas1 in the Newtonian 
form due lo the non-isotropic slruclure diclated ty lhe initial mndilions in relalivi~tic 
1tF"YY lull L"III&I"III. ,,I LllC LII ICC-I IUI" p"L"1" LllC Lldll&YCISF ax," 1U"g,,u",,laL Yt>'"Ly 

mefficients have nearly the =me magnitude. Ihus. both one- and two-fluid dsmus hydm- 
dynamic models are no1 justifled microscopically. lhe lhree-fluid model and anisotmpic 
hydrodynamics are cumently the only macroscopic models which are supponed by 1he 
microscopic Iheoly. 

L :.. ..,a :.:... 1. .c.. ..... "..La. .: .L. ..A ,...:...,:..,.I .... :-. 

1. Motivation 

One of the central motivations for studying heavy ion collisions at high energies 
is the unique opportunity to probe, in the laboratory, hot dense nuclear matter, 
e.g. the nuclear viscosity and the equation of state. Unfortunately, compression 
prevails in nuclear collisions only for a very short period and the nucleons continue 
to interact wniie the system decompresses. Signatures irom the compression stage 
can be distorted by these final-state interactions. Theoretical studies are needed to 
find observables linked unambiguously to the densest and most excited state, and 
are useful for measuring the thcrmodynamicdl properties of the system. Furthermore 
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the concept of the equation of State is based on local equilibrium. It is therefore 
an important question as to what degree the hot and compressed nuclear matter 
thermalizes. This question is most important if one wants to use hydrodynamic 
concepts to dcscribethe dynamics of heavy ion reactions. 

Hydrodynamic calculations revealed that the collective transverse flow probes 
both the Viscosity and the compression energy built up in the collision [l-181. The 
transverse flow has been experimentally discovered by the GSILBL plastic ball and 
streamer champer groups 119-291. It arises as a consequence of the build-up of pres- 
sure: which causes the release of the compression energy when the system expands. 
However, the viscosity strongly damps the collective flow. The high temperature 
achieved in such reactions, as well as the non-equilibrium and momentum-dependent 
effects due to the highly anisotropic momentum distribution, diminish the sensitivity 
of the flow observables to the static part of the nuclear potential. 

Now the question arises as to how the system evolves from this highly anisotropic 
initial stage into the final stage. In order to describe the time evolution of such 
non-equilibrium processes several distinct microscopic models have been developed. 
The most common ones are the one-body models of the Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck 
(vuu)type [30-39] and the molecular dynamic models, which treat the many-body 
correlations in a purely classical way [4&49]. This latter type of model has been 
developed further by the inclusion of the most important quantum effects [SC-SS] 
and has been widely used to descrihe the fragmentation process in nuclear collisions. 

In-medium effects like the possible reduction of the nucleon-nucleon scattering 
cross section (59411 and the momentum dependence of the nucleon-nucleon interac- 
tions (MDI) [62] have an influence on the dynamics. Neither the density dependence 
of the MDI, nor the correction of the cross section in dense and excited nuclear matter 
are known and therefore it is certainly necessary to investigate how far the results 
of theoretical calculations are influenced by both effects. The interplay between the 
in-medium effects and the equation of state (EOS) on nuclear stopping is also studied 
in this article. 

MDI were first implemented in heavy ion collisions in early studies of molecular 
dynamics [a, 42, 441 as well as in the multiple scattering model [63] and the time- 
dependent meson field approach [65]. These models predict a significant influence for 
non-local interactions on the ObseWableS: the inclusion of MDI leads to an increase 
in the collective transverse flow as compared to a local potential alone. 

The effective scattering cross section, on the other hand, determines the number 
of n-n collisions in which the incident kinetic energy is thermalized. The sensitivity 
of the longitudinal flow to Pauli corrections of the cross sections has recently been 
demonstrated in w u  [33, 671 as well as in QMD 151, 521 calculations. 

These models have successfully described heavy ion reactions on the one-particle 
level. However, to compare these with experimental data, the fragmentation process 
must also be described correctly. I t  has been shown experimentally [25-291 that 
multi-fragmentation plays a dominant role in this energy regime. The QMD model can 
indeed describe the dynamics of multi-fragmentation in this energy regime quite well 
[51-531. Recently some attempts have been made to incorporate the fragmentation 
process in the vuu-type models 167481. 

One of the most important problems in such scmiclassical microscopic models 
is the missing antisymmetrization. The Fermi motion has up  until now been incor- 
porated by hand into these models (see, however, [69]). Therefore, the fragments 
produced have some unrealistic properties. I n  particular, in the true ground State 
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the nucleons would have vanishing momenta. In 1977 Wilets et a1 [41] had already 
proposed that this problem could he remedied by simulating the Fermi motion of 
the nucleons by a quasiclassical momentum-dependent Pauli potential (see also [57, 
701). The inclusion of a Pauli potential strongly influences the EOS at subsaturation 
densities [71]. It appears necessary to include this effect in the dynamical models 
[56-SS, 711. 

Non-equilibrium effects can be taken into account in nuclear fluid dynamics (NFD) 
by means of the viscosity and heat conduction terms, if one assumes that the deviations 
from local equilibrium are small. Elementary kinetic theory [72-741 connects the 
viscosity coefficient 7 and the effective scattering cross section oeff via the relation 
q o( l/oeR, hence the size of 7 directly influences the amount of nuclear stopping. 
It has been shown [76] that the nuclear viscosity strongly decreases the transverse 
flow by a factor of roughly two if 7 is increased from zero (ideal fluid) to q = 
60 MeV fn-2 C-'. 

In Viscous hydrodynamics a viscosity coefficient of this size is needed in order to 
match the calculated transverse flow with the data. W u e s  of this order of magnitude 
have been derived for hot, infinite nuclear matter from the classical kinetic theory 
[72] and in the Uhlenbeck-Uehling equation 1731 and have also been obtained by 
means of fluid dynamic scaling analysis [63, 641. 

2. The QMD model 

The QMD approach, which is described in detail in [51-53], incorporates the important 
quantum features of the vuu theory [3&39], namely the Pauli principle, stochastic 
scattering and particle production, into the N-body phase space dynamics of the 
classical molecular dynamics method [40-48]. 

The nucleons are represented by Gaussians of the form 

where T~~ and pi, are the centroids of particle i in coordinate and momentum space. 
The phase space distribution can now be expressed as 

N 

f(T,P,t) = C f i ( T , P % t ) .  
i = i  

In terms of these Gaussians the baryon density is given by 

With the knowledge of the phase space distribution it is possible to calculate 
thermodynamical quantities locally. The ensemble average of a macroscopic quantity 
X ( T ,  t )  is given by 
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The interactions used here are a local Skyrme two- and three-particle interaction, 
a Coulomb and a Yukawa interaction. In some cases we also include a MDI which 
has been adapted from the experimental values of the real part of the proton-nucleus 
optical potential. 

With those Gaussian nucleons, our interactions lead to the following Hamiltonian: 

The evaluation of the integrals yields 
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The primes on the sums indicate that the self-interaction terms are omitted. The 
three-body part of the Skyrme interaction is here approximated to he proportional to 
e7, in order to allow the compressibility of nuclear matter to he varied as well. 

The parameters a,@ and y are adjusted to reproduce the properties of infinite 
nuclear matter, i.e. 

= -16 MeV 
e=eo 

A 

200 MeV (soft eos) 
380 MeV (hard EOS). 

The parameters of the model are listed in table 1 

- .. 
isbie i. Parametem of tile moaei ior the Merent interactions. 

380 H -124 70.5 2.0 - - - 10 1.5 
2m s -356 303 716 - - - 10 1.5 
2 w  SM -390 320 W l  1.57 21.54 -10 1.5 

The short-range interaction is taken into account in the same way as in the 
cascade and VUU models via a stochastic scattering term: WO nucleons can scatter if 
the spatial distance of the centroids of their Gaussians is smaller than -. The 
energy and angular dependence OC the experimental ditferential n-n cross sections 
d o j d Q  are reproduced. Tie free n-n cross sections are modified in a medium by 
the Uehling-Uhlenbeck blocking factors [ I  - J ( v , p ) ]  [76], which determine the Pauli 
blocking probability of the final states in an n-n collision. Inelastic processes have 
also been implemented [30, 551. 

3. The importance of the collision term 

Before we investigate the influence of the quantum effects on the reaction dynamics 
we start with a survey of the time evolution for the reaction Au ( b  = 0 fm) + Au 
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Figure l. Time evolution of lhe density mntoum of 
the system "'Au (200 MeVInucleon. b = 0 h) + 
'"Au for target and projectile nucleons which have 
not yet collided (left) and far the 'participant' com- 
ponent (right). which includes all particles which 
have collided at least once. lhe contour lines are 
at e = 0 .25 ,0 .5 ,0 .75 ,1 .0 ,1 .25 ,  1 .5 ,  1 . 7 5 . 2 p a .  
Note that the spectator fluid barely inlerpenelrates. 
but instead mllides with lhe participant nucleons 
piled up in an ellipsoid at midrapidily. 

l o r ]  ...... ..... 

I , . , . ,  
t = IO fm/c I " ' ' , !  

-10 0 10 -10 0 10 
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Figure I As in figure 1 for the reaction lS7Au 
(800 MeVlnuclean. b = 0 fm) + lS7Au. AI this 
energy there is no inkrpenention of projectile and 
Llrget. 

at 200 and 800 MeVinucleon bombarding energy. In the following we will define all 
nucleons which suffered a t  least one  collision as participants. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the density profiles of the (cold) projectile and target 
component in the left-hand column, i.e. all particles that did not collide up to this 
time. The right-hand column shows the corresponding profiles of the participant 
component. 

It is only a t  the very beginning of the reaction that there is an overlap between 
the projectile and target component. The very first collisions (cf figure 8) rapidly 
build up the participant componenn. Once these participant components have been 
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formed, they act as a buffer between target and projectile-they no longer interact 
directly. The future evolution of the system is completely determined by the sepa- 
rate interaction of the participant matter with the projectile or target, respectively. 
Interactions within the participant matter are also crucial. This behaviour is in com- 
plete contradiction to the two-fluid model [4, 13, 14, 16, 171, where one assuma 
that the projectile and target component stream through each other and collectively 
decelerate. 

E = 200 MeV E = 800 M I V  

0 I -1 0 1 ., 
IC m. ‘c m 

Figure 3. Rapidity dislribulion dN/dY of the participants (black area) and ihe speclators 
(while area) 81 differen1 reaction limes as indicated in cenlral mllisions of lS7Au go0 
(lek), 800 (right) MeVInucleon, b = 0 fin) + lS7Au, Note that Ihe parlicipana can  be 
distinguished aperimrnlally from the speclaion by lheir rapidilies. 

The same fact can he observed in momentum space: The d N / d Y  distribution of 
the three components is depicted in figure 3. Remnants of the projectile and target 
do  not survive the reaction for b = 0 fm. The matter is stopped a t  the centre of 
mass rapidity. This supports the three-fluid picture [9, IS]. 

3.1. The influence of [he quonlunt effecfs 

The influence of the quantum effects can be studied here by comparing the calcu- 
lations using the free n-n cross section dree (without Pauli blocking) to the results 
including the Uehling-Uhlenbeck scattering croos section [76]. 

(8) 
ouu - - U free (PI,P*,P;.P;)[l - f ( , r>P; ) l [ l -  f(7,,P’?)l. 
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nu" takes into account the Pauli blocking of  the final states of two scattered nucleons. 
The Pauli blocking factors [l - f(v,p)] effectively cause a reduction in the free cross 
section in the medium. This in turn results in a decrease in the number of collisions. 

3.2. The mean free path 

The influence of this quantum effect on the dynamics of the reaction can most clearly 
be seen by inspection of the mean free path of the nucleons. The time evolution of all 
:.i;c!eoxs 3:: be fc!!owed ic the =ME %ode!. T?..us -e m:: 'me~siire' mic;nsc~pica:lj: 
the mean free path of all nucleons. 

"X I200 MeVhucl., b = 0 fml + "X 

103 c 

0.0 
0 5 10 15 20 25 0 200 400 600 800 1000 

AI? I fm! E,,,/nuc!. !MeV?'! 

Figure 4 Distnbutian of the bee paths of the 
nucleons for the reaction "'Au (200 MeVInucleon, 
b = 3 fm) + "'Au. A large number of nucleons 
travel only 1-2 fmlc between WO collisions. This 
raises doubls as io whether the dilute gas limit is 

Gigure 5. lhe mean free path of Lhe nucleons iS 
shown for the very central Au + Au collisions at en- 
ergies from 200 lo &U0 MeVlnucleon (L) b = 0 (m 

loor the different n-n uoss sections. masses and en- 
ergies as indicatcd. Nole lhal X does no1 depend 

creasing bombarding energy in contrast to the naive 
expectation of classical kinetic theories [74]. 

jusiifird. un  ma^ of {he systrnl and deireajes .*i;:l ia. 

In figure 4 the distribution of the 'free path' A I *  of the nucleons between subse- 

only 1 or 2 fm cc i  between two collisions. There is a small number of nucleons with 
A,, > 10 fm c- l .  This raises doubts as to whether the dilute gas limit, which is the 
main assumption of all transport models, and the neglect of three-body co\\isions 
justified. 

q.C!!! co!!isio!X is depicted. one obseKcs a !arge ..mber of !!"C!PO!!S which trave! 
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Figure S (top) shows the dependence of the mean free path on the mass of the 
system for central, symmetric reactions. Note that the mean free path X is defined as 
the average of the distribution of figure 4, taken over all collisions. The results are 
shown for the Uehling-Uhlenbeck cross section U"" and for a reduced cross section 
ue'. Here an overall reduction of 30%, as proposed by Malfliet, Batemans and ter 
Haar (59, 601, has been used in order to take the Pauli blocking of the intermediate 
scattering states into account. This reduction of the cross section clearly reduces the 
number of collisions and therefore increases A. Note that X depends on the n-n 
cross section and no1 on the mass of the system. The energy dependence of X can 
be studied for the most central collisions of Au on Au in figure 5 (bottom). 

X decreases with increasing bombarding energy, due to the higher densities 
achieved, in spite of a decreasing n-n cross section. The results obtained with the 
Boltzmann cross section ufree (without Pauli blocking) is also shown. This increased 
cross section yields a drastic decrease of the mean free path. Enhanced thermalization 
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and nuclear stopping results. 
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Piu 1200 MeV/nucl., b-3 fml + AU 

60 SOFT EOS 

00- 
0 2 L 6 8 10 12 

time [fm/cl t @INN) 
Figure 6. Time dependence of the ratio of Pauli 
blocked mllisions to the mtal number of auemptcd 
milisions at different beam energies far the sys- 
lem g3Nh ( b  = 3 im) + 93Nh. saf1 ws. Observe 
lhal Pauli blocking is crucial even for the highest 
bombarding energies. 

0 10 2 0  30 

N,,,/nucl. 
Ylgurc 7. Tklhr dislribulion of !he number 
of collisions is shown for the maclion l@'Au 
(203 MeVInucleon, b = 3 fm) + I9'Au for the 
soft EOS wilh atid wilhoul Pauli blocking of the 
final scauering SLSICS. 

In order to demonstrate the importance of the Pauli blocking, the fraction of 
the Pauli blocked collisions to all attempted collisions is shown in figure 6 for the 
system Nb + Nb for different beam energies between 50 and 1050 MeV/nucleon The 
ratio is plotted against tp. Here to is the scaled reaction time, i.e. 1 multiplied with 
the velocity P of the incoming projectile in the equal speed system. ?his product 
corresponds to the distance travelled by the projectile and target in the z-direction. 
It scales the time according to the velocity of the incoming projectile. 

All curves start with a blocking fraction of one. This is due to the fact that all 
collisions are Pauli blocked in the ground state. After t h c  two nuclei touch each 
other the blocking factors decrease and saturate after 10 % 5 6  fm. This distance 
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corresponds to the total overlap of both nuclei. For very low bombarding energies 
(the l D H F  regime) the blocking factor remains close to one, whereas for higher 
energies it decreases down to 0.2 at 1 GeV/nucleon. 

The distribution of the number of n-n collisions is shown in figure I for the 
reaction Au (200 MeVinucleon, b = 3 fm) + Au. This distribution is peaked at 
about five collisions per nucleon for the soft EOS. The tail, however, shows particles 
with more than 10-15 collisions. A considerable number of particles have suffered 
no collisions at all and can therefore be called true spectators. They reside in the 
nuclear coronas (pole-caps) in these off-centre collisions. 

The importance of the quantum effects Cor the number of collisions is studied in 
figure 7 (bottom): Without the Pauli blocking the number of collisions doubles and 
the number of spectators decreases to zero. 

Therefore classical molecular dynamic models [40-49], which neglect this quantum 
effect, overestimate drastically the importance of the n-n collisions, especially at low 
energies. 

200 MYlnucl 800 h V l n u c l  

Figure 8. Time dependence of the energy distributions d N f d 6  of lhe n-n mllisions in 
the maclions "'Au (200 and 8W MeVInucleon. Ir = 3 fm) + '''A". The beginning of 
llir tz.actiun b clearly govrmrd by l i d  w l l i h n s .  wliilr wll wllisiims doininate further 
on. 

Figure 8 shows the CM energy distributions d N / d &  of the nn collisions, again 
for the reactions Au (200, 800 MeVinucleon, 6 = 3 fm) + Au. The lower row give 
the total, time integrated, distributions. A peak in the energy distribution is due 
to the first collisions, which occur roughly at the energy & = 2m + E::. This 
underlines the importance of the non-equilibrium effects at the early times. 

The time evolution of the scattering process shows that, while the dynamics in the 
beginning of the reaction is dominated by high energy collisions, the soft collisions 
dominate subsequently. Therefore, processes which are most sensitive to the hard col- 
lisions, such as (subthreshold) particle production (., 1 7 ,  IC) ,  are mostly influenced by 
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the initial projectile and target momentum distribution in the early, non-equilibrium 
stage of the reaction. The  collective flow builds up later, when the system is equili- 
brated and yields the expansion of the system. 

3.3. The sensitiviiy of nuclear stopping to the in-medium cross sections 

Let us now inspect in more detail the stopping of the incoming matter which implies 
the equilibration of the incident longitudinal momenta in n-n collisions. 

I r ' v - ' T - - v  

Au + Au 
200 MeVhucl 

1 ;..''.. 
2 r  I N ,  ! '.. 

1 

0 .A-,-.- '.". 

60F~-' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' .i 
2 
E 
+ 

I- 

Au (200 MeVlnucl., b = 3 fml + Au 

____.._....----- 

D 1 . 0 K I  partc,pants 

C > 0.5 

spectators 

0.0 ' 
0 20 LO 60 80 100 

t [fm/cl 

Figure 9. Convenion of the speclaton into lhe par- 
ticipant (fireball) mmponent as a function of lime 
far Ihe =me system as in figure 4. NI particles 
having suffered a1 least one n-n collision are as- 
sumed lo belong to the fireball component. n/no 
denotes the ratio 01 nucleons which belong IO Ihe 
speclalor (participant) mmpanent. Note the rapid 
onset of the themalizalion pmces as soon as the 
nuclei touch each other. 

40 

20 

0 
15 

t H i  

I H I  

n 20 1.0 60 RO  ioc 120 

t [frnicl 
I'lgure 10. Time wolution of lhe Eenlral "pres- 
sion. the transverse 'lemperature' and the average 
number of mllisions per nucleon of the reaction 
"'Au (200 MeVlnuclcon, b = 3 fm) + 197Au. 
nle local 'temperalure' has been oblained r i a  the 
relation T = (p:)/Zm lor the differen1 interac- 
lions as indicaled. Almost a l l  collisions lake place 
when the 'lemperalure' and densities are a l  their 
highest valucs. 

The thermalization process is associated with the conversion of the cold projectile 
and target matter into the hot participant (fireball) component. The time evolution of 
this process is depicted in figure 9 for a central collision. Observe the rapid onset of 
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the thermalization process, as soon as the nuclei overlap in configuration space. Late 
in the compression stage almost all nucleons are found in the participant component. 
This is due to the large number of n-n collisions in the system. 

Some quantities of interest for macroscopic models are shown in figure 10 for 
the reaction Au (2M) MeV/nucleon, b = 3 fm) + Au as a function of time. The 
central density increases from zero (in the initial stage the nuclei are separated in 
coordinate space) to the maximum density reached after 15 fm c-l. The maximum 
densities achieved in this energy regime are between two and three times normal 
nuclear matter density depending on the EOS used (with a soft EOS higher densities 
are reached). After this compression stage the matter flows out of the central region. 
Therefore the central density decreases steadily to zero. 

The same behaviour can be observed in figure 10 (middle) for the transverse 
kinetic ‘temperature’, which is defined as TL = ( ( p z )  + ( p ; ) ) / ( 2 m ) .  

Hard n-n collisions lead to the degradation of the longitudinal momen?a into 
transverse degrees of freedom, to the build-up of the compression zone and to the 
complete stopping of the system (figure 10 (bottom)). The average number of n-n 
collisions per nucleon is plotted as a function of time for different n-n cross sections. 
Almost all collisions take place in the time interval when the ‘temperature’ and the 
density are at their highest values. At the cnd of the compression stage ( t  x 50- 
60 fm c-’), practically all collisions have ceased. Hence, the following expansion 
and fragmentation stage is little affected by short-range interactions and the system 
evolves almost isentropically, although there are still a few collisions occurring within 
the formed fragments. 

The large average collision numbers N,,,,/A x 5 indicate the approach to local 
equilibrium. Kinetic models predict the thermalization of the incident momenta after 
only two or three collisions, depending on the beam energy [77-791. 

In momentum space equilibration can be characterizcd by the transition of two 
initially separated Fermi spheres at 7’ = 0 to a thermalized matter distribution at 
rest in the CM frame. 

The final rapidity spectra d N / d Y  for central and peripheral collisions are shown 
in figure 11 for the reaction Au (200 MeVinucleon) + Au. In central collisions 
complete stopping results in a Gaussian-shaped rapidity distribution at rest in the CM 
frame. No remnants of the initial rapidity distributions centred around y = 3zybeam 
are left. Only a small fraction of the nucleons are stopped and suffer sufficient 
collisions to thermalize their initial momenta at large impact parameters (b  = 7 fm). 
WO broad distributions, centred close to the initial rapiditics of target and projectile, 
represent the spectator residues. They movc on with little interaction. The rapidity 
spectra depend little on the EOS used. 

The dependence of the d N / d Y  distributions on the mass of the system and on 
the bombarding energy is shown in figure 12: Complete stopping is observed Only 
for massive systems, while lighter systems exhibit broad rapidity distributions wen for 
very central collisions. The stopping power does not change much with bombarding 
energy, if the scaled rapidity distribution d N / d (  Y /  

For the comparison with the plastic ball data 1281 we applied an experimental 
is consideredt. 

t ?his. in fact, remains true even for ultra-relativistic energies: n l e  saled baryon npidity distributions 
for lighter systems (Si + Si at 15 GeV/nucleon and S + S at 200 GeVInuclcon) do indeed show the 
Same plateau shape as observed lhrre (for Ne and G), both theoretically 1841 and experimentally 186, 
871. Also interesting is Ihr theoretical obsewalion that a rcm;irkable pan of the baryons is pushed to the 
mid-npidily wne a t  energies up to 0.8 ‘RVinucleon 1851. 
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Figure 11. Rapidity dislribulions lor h e  syslem 
L9'& (200 (top). 400 (middle) and WO (bollom) 
MeVlnuclean. b = 1 , 7  fm) + '"A" for a hard 
(H) and a soft ( S )  Ea. Now thai the rapidity dis- 
lribulions do not depend on the ws. 

"X (800 MeV/nucl., b = 0.25 b,,i 'X 

t 
1.0 1 

-z 0.8 : 
b c - 0.6 - 

5 0.L  I 
0.2 : 
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Au (b = 3 fml + Au 

I 1 
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Figure 12. M w  (lop) and energy (bollom) depen- 
dcncu of i h r  mpidily distribulions for the indicated 
syaems. Complete stopping is observed only for 
massive syslcms at all energies investigated. 

efficiency filter. Only emitted protons with an energy E > 25 MeV and emission 
angles between 2.5' and 160" are  plotted in the calculated distributions. Figure 13 
shows the QMD calculations (right-hand column) compared with the plastic hall data 
(left-hand wlumn) for different systems a t  400 MeVinucleon. The protons have 
been determined with a spanning tree cluster algorithm [32,  51, 521. The shape of 
the distributions seems to he identical for all systems. However, this insensitivity 
is only due to the selection of protons (light clusters a re  predominantly seen a t  
the projectile and target rapidities [SI]). Fur the smaller systems there is more 
transparency, because the ratio of the mean free path to the diameter of the system 
is not small enough. The filter furthermore cuts uut those particles which remain a t  
target and projectile rapidities, because of their low energy and Small angles in the 
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Plastic Ball Data MUL6 Z=1 QMD 400 MeVhucl. Z=l 

-1 0 1 -1 O I 

YISb y l &  

Flgure 13. Mass dependence of the prolon rapidity distributions. The QMD re~ul ts (right) 
are compared with the plaslic ball data (lefl). Due Io Ihe ellicicncy cuts of the plastic 
ball filler all dislribulions (even lhose far Ihe lighl syslems) look Gaussian-shaped (see, 
however, figure 12). 

laboratory frame respectively. Thus the plateau shapes of the unfiltered distributions 
only appear to be Gaussian-shaped because of the elficiency cuts. Non-negligible 
distortions of the mid-rapidity yields have been reported for the very heavy sytem 
by the plastic hall collaboration [22-291. They are due to enhanced double-hit and 
cross-talk probabilities in this high track density environment. Only detector systems 
of even higher granularity, e.g. the GSI 47r detector system, can avoid these problems. 

The sensitivity of the nuclear stopping to the potential employed and to the 
effective Scattering cross section has also been investigated. Figure 14 shows that 
the influence of the mean field on the longitudinal flow is relatively small. However, 
thc scattcring cross section is v i h l  for the slopping power. By using the free cross 
section (without Pauli blocking) the classical collision numbers double. This yields an 
increase in the stopping power. A glohal reduction of the scattering cross section with 
ue' = 0 . 7 ~ ' "  (SIM)  yields double peaked dN/dY' distributions with peaks Close1 
to the rapidities of the projectile and target. The double pcak structure originates 
from the remnants of the projectile and target spectators. It indicates an incomplete 
stopping of the incident nuclei. One should, however, keep in mind that a more 
complex functional dependence of gee, e.g. on p and T ,  could render the systematics 
of the interplay between the effective scattering cross section and the longitudinal and 
transverse flow much more complicated. The d N / d Y  distribution of the Soft EOS 
with the Uehling-Uhlenbeck cross section U"" (S) lies between the curves S and SIM. 
The MDI (SM) modifies the stopping power slightly. The evident differences between 
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Figure 14. Ihe influence ai I h r  dilTcrenl inlemclions on the rapidity diaributions 
d N l d Y  (all particles included) ohlained fmm the reaction la7Au (200 MeVInucleon, 
b = 3 im) + 'p'l\u. The d N l d Y  distributions depend strongly on the n-n cross 
sections used! 

the d N / d Y  spectra obtained from the cases ge l r  and 0''' can be exploited Cor the 
experimental determination of ueH from the d N/d)'spcctra for different systems a t  
different energies (see, e.g., 151, 661). 

The measured rapidity spectra for the systems AI (1200 MeVinucleon) + BaI, and 
KCI are  in good agreement with W u  calculations 1671, which use thc frcc scattering 
cross section U"'. A reduced-or increased-ue' fails to reproduce these data, just 
as the Au + Au data show no  dip. 

3.4. Transverse momentum transfer rrnd rhr concept of U rentprruture' 

The interplay between the longitudinal and the transverse flow can be seen clearly 
by inspection of the double differential cross section d 2 N / d y d p l  in figure 15. It is 
shown for different impact parameters ior the reaction Au (650 MeVinucieonj + Au. 

The final nucleon distribution is centred around the original beam and target ra- 
pidities and momenta Cor peripheral collisions (at b = 7 fm). With decreasing impact 
parameter the two peaks come closer to each other, merge at b = 3 tin and  Corm a 
single 'equilibrated' source for central collisions ( b  = 1 fm). The stopping of the in- 
coming matter is closely related to the transverse momentum transfer. The  transverse 

of the initial beam momenta (The ' t h m " z a t i 0 n '  is studied quantitively in the next 
section.) 

The absolute width of the final momentum distribution is shown in figure 16, 
where we compare the longitudinal and transvcrse 'temperatures' of the global system, 
defined by Tl = ( ( p : )  + ( p i ) ) / ' L n z  and rql = ( p j ) / m .  

' - l g " , G  ,U (Lup dllU lllluulr, J1IUWJ UIC; cltolrg" "1 LIlC I*I 'ZLIYC "1agauL""c U' U,= 

longitudinal and the transverse temperature when the impact parameter changes from 
1 to 3 tin c- ' .  Hcre  a hard EOS is used, for the sort EOS the two components of the 
temperatures are identical. This demonstratcs a substantial sensitivity of the directed 
sidewards flow to the potential (Eos). The transverse flow is less pronounced for the 

momenid decreasing hpacl indicating ~e i~ermaiiz;liion 

C:"..-^ I L  ,.-.. ̂̂A ...:AA,-\ ^*  _..,.. .*^ _.l_....ne -< .La ..,,In.:..,. -",.":+..,4" -c *I.̂  
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soft EOS, in agreement with the results obtained with the VUU approach [3O, 331. 
However, this result does not give sullicient information to conclude that the system 
is equilibrated. as we will discuss in the next section. 

,' 3 100 . 

+- 50 - 

hard EOS ,.,.' 

E 

b = 3 f m  

Figure 15. Invariant double differential momenlum 
distribution dZN/dydpL lor ihe reaciion IS'Au 
(800 MeVlnucleon. hard €os) + "'A" a1 differen1 
impacl paramelen as indicated. 

0- 
0 200 LO0 600 800 1000 

E,,, [MeV/nucl.l 

Figure 16. hci lat ian function of the apparent 
'tempemtures' in ihe system ls7Au (b = I and 
3 Gn) + 1g7Au. The mean quadratic momenta in 
beam direclion TI, (hroken CUN~S)  and in trans- 
verse direction TL (full cuives) are displayed for a 
h a d  (lop and middle) and a safl (bottom) €OS, 

rerpcclively in almost central mllisions. 'llese 
'amperaiures' are delermined via the mrrespond- 
ing mean quadratic momenla in the CM frame: 
Til = (l/m)(P:),TL = (1/2m)[(p:) + (P;)]. 
Now lhe subslanlial sensilivily of the directed side- 
wards flaw on ihe ms and the impnct parameter. 
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4. The importance of non-eyuilihrium eflects and the transport coefficients 

4.1. The pressure and equilibration process 

Let us now investigate to what extent thermodynamic concepts, in particular local 
equilibrium, are justified. The local equilibrium concept forms the basis of ideal fluid 
dynamics. The assumption of global equilibrium forms the basis of most statistical 
models. 

- 
t ~ 10 fm/c 

- 2 0 1 ,  , , , , , , , , t ,  , , , , , , , 

-20 -10 0 10 20 -20 -10 0 10 2 
Z .[fml Z [fml 

Figure 17. Time cvolulion af the maclion '"'Au (200 McVinuclean. b = 0 fm) + 
I8'Au in vriocily space. Ohserve the formftlion of a shock lmnl where the nucleons are 
deflected 10 sidewards angles. 

First we investigate the evolution of the reaction Au (200 MeVinucleon, b = 0 fm) 
+ Au in velocity space. Figure 17 shows the highly anisotropic initial configuration. 
When the nuclei start to touch each other in coordinate space the nucleons in the 
overlap region are deflected to sidewards angles. This is a beautiful microscopic proof 
of the behaviour predicted by hydrodynamics [l-IS], i.e. a zone of shocked matter iS 
formed. 

The time evolution of the density along the beam dircction (figure 18) reveals 
this scenario. First a very small high density region is formed in the centre of the 
reaction. This region then expands due to the further llux of matter from projectile 
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Figure 18. Density profiles along the k a m  direction for thr Same reaction as in figure 17. 
A plateau with approximately 1.5 t i m r ~  normal nuclear matter density is formed. 

and target. A plateau with density about 1.5 times normal nuclear matter density is 
formed. However, we have to clarify whether this zone is equilibrated or not. T h e  
local degree of isotropy R is defined as R = (p+)/Z(p;), where p ,  and p ,  are taken 
in the rest frame of the matter element under consideration. Then R 2: 0 means 
total anisotropy which is characteristic for the first stage of a collision in which the  
two nuclei just touch and no transverse momentum has yet been transferred. An 
isotropic momentum distrihution would lead to R = 1 .  Note, however, that R = 1 
is a necessaly, but not necessarily sufficient condition for equilibration. 

For heavy systems one  expects to be close to a local equilibrium situation, where 
viscous hydrodynamics is applicable. The values of R ( z ,  z) in the reaction plane 
( z , z )  are shown in ligure 19. Thc two nuclei are totally thermalized ( R  = 1 )  
initially in their respective rest frames. Early in the reaction the interpenetrating 
nuciei yieid a strong anisotropy in this overiap region. The remaining parts of the 
projectile and target remain equilibrated. At the time of ful l  overlap the central 
density and temperatures have reached their maximal values. Here I2 2: 0.5 still 
appears to be small. When the matter starts to decompress near equilibration is 
observed in this central zone. 
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200 MeV/nucl. 800 MeVlnucl. 

1=11M/c 

" : r o . o ~  
m.o 0.0 -ma m.o I 0.0 -ma 

Figure 1Y. Snapshots ot llie lime wolulion at lhe lliermsliialion mi0 R = 
(P:)/(2(P()) over lhe resclion plane in very central collisions. A density cut has 
been introduced in order 10 avoid strong slalislical fluclualions ( p  > 0 . l p o ) .  Equilibra- 
lion is ohsewed 81 Ihe end or l l ie rzilclion in llic cmlral mne. 

Figure 20 shows the time evolution of R at the origin ( 2  = y = z = 0) for the 
reaction Au ( b  = 0 fm) + Au at 200 and 800 MeV/nucleon bombarding energy. The 
display is for three different cases, showing R lor all nucleons (full curve), for those 
nucleons which have suffered at least one (broken curve) or even two (dotted curve) 
collisions. Local equilibrium is clearly nor achieved for the total system, while the 
participant component equilibrates better ( R  zz 0.8-0.9). 

4.2. The evaluation of rhe stress lensor: pressure und viscosily 

Information about the thermalization proccss can also be obtained Rom the stress 
tensor 

Pk,(~,t) = d 3 ~ f ( ~ . ~ . i ) ( ~ k  - ( ? J k ( r , , t ) ) ) ( t + -  ( V I ( T , ~ ) ) )  k , l  = 1 , 3 .  (9) 

The interaction part of Pak has been excludcd from the analysis, because Pik is 
to  he compared with the Newtonian ansatz used in viscous fluid dynamics [6, 8, 10, 
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Flgure 20. Ralio of the mean quadratic mamenm a1 
the origin of me (M frame in the lranwel~e and lon- 
gitudinal directions for cenlral Au + Au collisions 
at 200 MeVInucleon (lop) and 800 MeVInucleon 
(bouom) for all panicles (full NWCS), for particles 
which have mllide at least once_ (broken curvcs) 
and more than once (dolled cuwes). ?he panici- 
pant mmponenl equilibrales much belter than Ihe 
spectaton. This behaviour is more pronounced at 
lower energies. 

_L- 80 ,., 800 MeV/nucl. 1 
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Figure 21. l i m e  dependencr of [he kinetic pressure 
in lhe centre of the rri laion for the system Au (200 
(lop), 800 (bouom) MeVInucleon, b = 0 fm) + 
Au. 'lhc broken correspond 10 Ihe ZI and 
gg wmponenls of the stress tensor, full curves to 
lhe z i  mmponenl. A lhermal (chain curves) and 
a non-thermal p a n  (dotted curves) are defined for 
nucleons which have suffered a1 leas1 one collision. 

761. For the local interactions used here Pit is trivially isotropic. That means the  
sum of the kinetic and interaction pressure will always appear to be more isotropic 
than the kinetic 'pressure (stress tensor) alone. From the Q M D  distribution function 
(see equation (2)) one  obtains 

x ( P , o  - ( P ( ~ . , ~ ) ) ) ~ ( ( ~ ~ " / ~ ~ l , ) -  ( 4 . 9 f ) ) ) i .  (10) 

Figure 21 shows the time evolution of the different components of the stress 
tensor. The maxima of both the z z  component (full curve) and the xx component 
(broken curve) appear at the Same time as the maxima of the temperatures and the  
central densities. However, the absolute values of these components differ from each 
other, they approach one common value towards the end of the reaction. This again 
reflects the importance of treating the non-equilibrium aspects during the early Course 
of the itaiiion. 

On the other hand, for fireball nucleons the z z  component of the stress tensor 
(dotted curve) is almost identical to the zx component, i.e. the fircball is near thermal 
equilibrium. 

Hence, the basic assumption of the three-fluid model [9, U ]  is justified: each 
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Figure 22. Shear viscosity coelticienl $1 extracted irom ohm wlcuiations in the reaction 
AU (200 MeVInucleon, b = 0 im) + AU at i = 2u  im c-' along the beam direclion 
1 (lefl) and in llilnsvene direction 7 (right). Note t l i r  apparent dilference klween lhe 
viswsily aoeflicent i n  the longitudinal and mnsverse directions. 

Figure U. Same as figure 22 ior MOO McVInuclcon (evalualed at 10 fnl c-I). 

of the three components closely approach thermal equilibrium. The non-equilibrium 
effects a r e  most important at the beginning of the reaction. 

4.3. The applicability of macroscopic models 

Can the concept of viscous Ruid dynamics [6, 8, 10, 761 be applied to heavy ion 
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collisions? The viscosity coellicients 71 (shear viscosity) and E (bulk viscosity) are 
defined by the following Newtonian form of the stress tensor. 

The viscosity and its density and temperature dependence serve as a constitutive 
equation for hydrodynamical calculations. In a microscopic model these viscosity 
cocfficicnts can hc dctcrmincd by comparing the exact pressure tensor (equation (9)) 
to the Newtonian form (equation (11)) (801. Furthermore this Newtonian ansatz itself 
can be checked. This means that unique coelficients q and E should be found so that 
all, in general anisotropic, components of the stress tensor obey relation (11) with 
the same coefficients. However, we find hcre that the coelficients for the longitudinal 
components of the stress tensor are about a factor of three larger than the coeflicient 
for the transverse component. 

Figure 21 shows the shear viscosity coefficient as a function of both the transverse 
(denoted by T ) ,  and the longitudinal (denoted with z )  distance from the origin, ex- 
tracted for the reaction Au (200 MeV/nuclcon, 6 = 0 fm) + Au, at 20 fm c-l (note 
the cylindrical symmetry of the system). The left-hand column shows the longitudi- 
nal viscosity coelficient qrz  for all particles and for particles which have collided at 
least once. vTz reaches maximum values around 60 MeV fm-? c-‘ in the highest 
density region, if all particles are considered. It drops to zero at larger distances 
from the centre due to the density and temperature dependence. In contrast, the 
participant component reaches values of approximately 20 MeV fm-2 c-l only. The 
right-hand column shows the transverse component qzg,  which reaches maximum val- 
ues of 20 MeV ~II-~ c- ’ ,  which are nearly identical to the ‘participant’ component. 
The Same situation is found for higher energies (sce figure 23). A maximum viscosity 
coefficient of 130 MeV fn-? c-l is needed in order to get a proportionality he- 
tween the stress tensor and velocity gradient at SO0 MeVinucleon. For the transverse 
component a maximum value of 20 MeV fm-? c - ’  is found. A higher value of the 
viscosity coelficient is found in the longitudinal direction. 

Previous one- [6], two- [SI and three-dimensional [lo] viscous hydrodynamical 
calculations used much smaller viscosity coefficients than those obtained by kinetic 
theories. These low values were motivated by fission fragment spectra, calculated by 
Hofmann and Nix [Sl]. However, recently hot fission experiments have lead to much 
higher extracted viscosity coefficients [S2] in accordance with the estimates of kinetic 
theories [72, 731. 

Recent hydrodynamical calculations [76] show that only such high viscosity CO- 

efficients can explain the flow and bounce-off data. However, viscosity coeffi- 
cients of 60 MeV fm-? c-l yield better agreement with the experimentally ob- 
served in-plane sidewards, while the oft-plane squeeze-out are to be reproduced with 
1) = 40 MeV fm-? c -*  (see also [63]). This is in qualitative agreement with the 
previous results. 

5. Summary nnd conclusions 

We have investigated the ‘stopping powcr’ of nuclei and the thermalization process 
employing the OMD approach. 
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The mean free path of the nucleons, A,  which has been calculated microscopically, 
is found to be mass independent, e.g. it can be considered as a ‘material’ constant. 
A, however, is strongly energy dependent; it decreases with the energy, in contrast to 
the naive expectation based on classical kinetic theory [75], which yields an increasing 
X because CT decreases with energy. This decrease is a genuine quantum statistical 
effect. In the Q M D  (and the W U )  model it originates from the ‘Pauli blocking’ of the 
collisions, which becomes more important at low energies, due to the occupied phase 
space. The ‘soft’ col!isions at very low 6 are found to be most strongly blocked. 
Even at high energies (1 GeV/nucleon) more than 20% of the collisions are still 
blocked. Classical molecular dynamics [4&49], which do not include this quantum 
effect, therefore overestimate stopping, thermalization and collective flow. 

The rapidity distributions only show stopping for heavy systems, independent of 
the energy. However if one takes only free protons and in addition the efficiency 
filter of the plastic ball into account, the shapes of the dN/dY distributions are also 
found to be mass independent. The rapidity distributions are very sensitive to the 
n-n cross secrions, but do not depend on thc EOS. 

In order to analyse the thermalization achieved in heavy ion collisions, a local 
analysis of macroscopic quantities, such as density, mean moments of the momenta 
and the pressure, have been performed. We have found that  non-equilibrium aspects 
play an important role in heavy ion reactions. At the time when all the observables 
from which one wants to extract the equation of state are established, the reaction 
cannot he cast in a one- or two-fluid dynamical picture. A rapid approach to local 
equilibration is observed in a three-fluid decomposition. These components can he 
experimentally distinguished by their clear separation in phase space ($‘ and p T ) .  The 
dynamical evolution of the reaction is dominated by the interaction of the projectile 
with the participants, and, scparately, by the target with the participants. The direct 
interpenetration of projectile and target is not observed. 

The viscous three-component fluid dynamical model and anisotropic hydrody- 
namics [88] seem to be the only macroscopic models which can incorporate the 
non-equilibrium effects in a proper way. 

This also points to the necessity of looking for signatures of the equation of 
state in those observables which are dominated by nucleons from the participant 
component only, because here the distortion of the observables due to ‘spectators’ 
and due to momentum-dependent ettects is minimized. 
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